TOSSUPS - TERRAPINALIA #2
SWORD BOWL 2007 (UTC/Oklahoma/Drake)
Questions by Casey Retterer, courtesy of Maryland's Terrapin Invitational Tournament
Duplicate insurance by Jonathan Magin, William & Mary, and Oklahoma
1.
The walls surrounding a mausoleum dedicated to him located in Nishapur, Iran contains some of his writings. One
of his fellow students there declared that he was "endowed with sharpness of wit and the highest natural powers", which
were necessary for a scholar to survive in the Seljuq Middle East. He lamented this trouble in his Treatise on
Demonstration of Problems of Algebra, which he wrote while supported by Abu Tahir in Samarkand. FTP, identify this
author of Commentaries on the difficult postulates of Euclid's book, who is better known for the Edward Fitzgerald
translation of his Rubaiyat.
Answer:
Omar Khavvam
2. .
Modern applications utilizing it include gamma spectroscopy and radiobiology, as its predictability is useful when
considering high energy X-rays used in radiation therapy. Its observation by its namesake in 1923 led to the awarding of
the 1927 Nobel Prize in Physics for its importance in helping to explain the particle component of the wave-particle
duality of light, as the classical theory named after Thompson can not explain shifts in wavelength. The photoelectric
effect is a result of, FTP, this type of scattering which is the decrease in energy of an X- or gamma ray photon when it
interacts with the electrons of an atom.
Compton Effect/Scattering
Answer:

3.
When he was 18, he plotted to flee to England with Hans Hermann von Katte, both were arrested, and this prince
was forced to watch his friend's execution. While serving a I-year prison sentence for his crime, he befriended Gabriel
Fredersdorf, whom he would later make chancellor of the kingdom. His expansionist policies led to his being the last
ruler to hold the title "King in" instead of "King of' his country, as after his annexation of most of Royal Prussia from the
First Partition of Poland in 1772. FTP, named this enlightened monarch of Prussia who led his country to victory in the
Silesian Wars.
Answer:
Frederick II (or The Great)
4.
His early pieces, such as Panqueca, originated in guitar improvisations, but he went on to a more mature style
fusing the European classical tradition with that of his homeland. In 1958, he was paid $25,000 for writing the music for
the film Green Mansions, and conducted the soundtrack recording himself, while 21 years earlier he published A Musica
Nacionalista no Governo Getulio Vargas. The creator of such works as the Pequena suite for cello and piano, the opera
Yerma and the Bachianas brasileiras, identify, FTP, this Brazilian nationalist composer.
Answer:
Heitor Villa-Lobos
5.
Slot machines and online games are often cited as modern examples of human devices that exploit the same
techniques as these, as they tend to randomly reward repetitive actions. Modern ones typically have multiple feeders that
provide unconditioned stimuli, other stimuli like lights and sounds, and multiple operanda such as keys or response levers.
FTP, identify this psychological observational tool in which rats, pigeons and primates are studied and sometimes
conditioned.
Skinner Box
Answer:
6.
Its specific gravity is 1.05, and was first manufactured in 1978. Its premiere was at a party in Studio 54 attended
by John Travolta, and was the main ingredient in "The Universe," which won the US Bartenders Guild Annual
Competition. In Australia, it is mixed with milk in a drink popular with rugby fans known as "Raiders Lime" after the
Canberra Raiders whose jumpers the color resembles. Manufactured by Suntory in Mexico, it may be best known for its
use in a MelonbalI. FTP, this bright green, melon-flavored liqueur whose name is Japanese for green.
Midori
Answer:
7.
It went under the name Freedom Fighter from 1918 until it was scuttled a year later. This pre-dreadnought was
commissioned in 1904 and temporarily held by the Germans, who had captured it, and the Romanians, to whom it had
been surrendered by its crew. That crew, after receiving harsh punishment for not eating maggot-infested meat, mutinied,
killing several of their officers in 1905. Named after the favorite general-field marshal of Catherine the Great, FTP, name
this Russian battleship whose story was later told by Sergei Eisenstein in a namesake 1925 silent film.
Potemkin
Answer:

8.
The legends of Hercules, Samson, Adam, and Lucifer are told in it, a collection of seventeen short stories all on
the theme of tragedy. It is told after the tale of Melibee, while other narratives in it describe Pedro of Castile, Nero,
Alexander the Great, and Zenobia. It is possible that the Knight stops it because he may have been part of the crusade in
which Peter I of Cyprus's tragic story takes place rather than his declaration that the party has had enough sadness. FTP,
identify this portion of The Canterbury Tales in which the teller claims to have a hundred such stories in his cell.
Answer:
The Monk's Tale (or The Falls ofIIIustrious Men)
9.
His sister sent her son Perdix to train with him, but after the child invented the saw and a pair of compasses, he
grew jealous and pushed him off of a high tower. After the feat he is most famous for, his former patron found out he was
at the court of King Cocalus by presenting the puzzle of how to string a seashell. One of his more famous creations was
designed so that Asterion, the son ofPasiphae and wife of Minos, could not escape. Identify, FTP, this architect of the
labyrinth and designer of feather and wax wings, which resulted in the death of his son, Icarus.
Daedalus
Answer:
10.
(OK) This mechanism is made by filling a container with a transparent liquid that is just under its boiling point. A
constant magnetic field is in place around the whole device. A piston in the bottom of the container drops the pressure,
causing the liquid to reach a superheated state. A camera above the contraption can then record any liquid that boils due to
the motion of charged particles within the liquid. FTP, what is this device used to study such particles in the 1950s
through 1970s before being replaced by the wire chamber and spark chamber?
Answer: Bubble Chamber
11.
Stone carvings found in this location are the possible origin of the national symbol, possibly a bateleur eagle, of
its present-day nation. It was the capital ofMunhumutapa, an empire founded by the Gokomere, who are the ancestors of
the Shona people. Built over a period of 500 years from the 11 th to the 15 th Centuries, its ruins can be divided into three
architectural groups, the Hill Complex, the Valley Complex, and the Great Enclosure. FTP, identify this southern African
city which reached its zenith around 1440.
Answer:
Great Zimbabwe
12.
It is part of a metabolic pathway used to convert carbohydrates, fats and proteins into carbon dioxide and water to
generate useable energy. It begins with the oxidation of CH3 COC02 H, resulting in one molecule of CO2 and ibe acetylCoA, and eventually ends up producing four CO 2, 2 F ADH2, 6 NADH and 2 ATP molecules. Providing the precursors for
some amino acids and regulated mainly by negative feedback from ATP, identify, FTP, this cycle also known as the citric
acid cycle.
Answer:
Krebs cycle (or citric acid cycle before said or tricarboxylic acid cycle)
13.
In the second version of this painting, the figures face the other way and the head of the title figure is much whiter
than the first version, where that head is black. Each version of this painting contains a glass vial and a red container
sitting atop a night-table next to a bed. The central figure's head and arms hang over the edge of the bed, and that figure is
dressed in white, while experiencing a "morbid oppression ... resembling the pressure of weight upon the chest."
Featuring a disembodied horse's head and an incubus sitting atop a sleeping woman's chest, FTP, identify this painting by
Henry Fuseli.
The Niglztmare
Answer:
14.
In one of his short stories, a group of children initiate a black boy into their gang, which primarily plays practical
jokes, while another of his short stories ends with a bird dying in Callisto's hands during a disorderly patty given by
Meatball Mulligan. Besides "The Secret Integration" and "Entropy," his first novel describes Benny Profane's attempt to
reconnect with the Whole Sick Crew and Herbert Stencil's search for the title entity. In another of his novels, signs of the
Tristero organization appear all over San Narciso to Oedipa Maas, while his most famous novel describes the construction
of an enormous V-2 rocket and begins "A screaming comes across the sky." FTP, identify this reclusive author of V, The
Crying of Lot 49, and Gravity's Rainbow.
Answer:
Thomas Ruggles Pynchon, Jr.

15.
Their natural density is slightly less than 0.25, and every integer greater than 20,161 can be written as the sum of
two of them. The smallest odd one of them is 945, and there are infinitely many even and odd ones. Ones that are not
semi perfect numbers are called weird numbers, and every proper multiple of a perfect number is one. Also known as
excessive numbers, name, FTP, these integers for which the divisor summatory function, often denoted sigma ofn, is
greater than two times that number n.
Answer:
Abundant numbers (or excessive numbers before read)
16.
He is often depicted as a bearded man holding a variety of things such as an axe, an oar, club, square rule or book,
and nearly every image of him shows him wearing a medallion with a profile of Jesus, generally with a small flame over
his head. He also either holds a pen or is at a writing location in reference to the canonical Epistle. The patronage for
which he is most famous for is the result of early confusion between his name and that of another Apostle. A cousin of
Jesus, identify, FTP, this patron saint of hospitals and lost causes, namesake of a Children's Cancer Research Hospital.
Answer:
St. Jude Thaddaeus
17.
Slave Labor Graphics recently developed a comic book with the same name as this show, and it takes offfrom
where it left off after its February 15, 1997 finale. It was created and produced by Greg Weisman, and it stands as an
ambitious series for Disney, as it targets an older demographic and handles more adult themes. Keith David, the voice of
the main character, provided a voice-over for the intro in the second season, which begins, "One thousand years ago,
superstition and sword ruled." Known for its featuring the voices of numerous Star Trek cast members, name, FTP, this
cartoon about guardians of Manhattan who are stone by day, but winged fighters for justice by night.
Answer:
Gargovles
18.
Although this work's main character is compared to a closed fist, its third and fourth sections both end with his
hands dangling open. At the beginning of its third section, a decadent old man cavorts with a group of young business
clerks from Pola, while a character reminiscent of Charon ominously warns "You will pay." The protagonist is the author
of the moralistic short story "A Miserable Man" and a prose epic about Frederick the Great, and later discovers that a
deadly plague has infested the title city, but stays due to his Dionysian passion for a beautiful youth. Ending on a bleak
beach where the Polish boy Tadzio views the death of Gustav van Aschenbach, FTP, name this novella by Thomas Mann .
Death in Venice or Der Tod ill Venedig
Answer:
19.
When analyzing oligonucleotides, DNA, RNA or proteins, polyacrylamide is typically used as the medium
whereas for larger nucleic acids purified agarose is used. After this process, molecules are typically either stained or
subjected to ultraviolet light, although an autoradiogram can be recorded if radioactive atoms are involved. FTP, identify
this method of analyzing and purifying molecules by putting them in wells in a matrix of a crosslinked polymer and
applying an electromotive force to separate them.
Answer:
Gel electrophoresis
20.
His early successes in Congress came from his anti-communist activities, including his defeat of Helen Gahagan
Douglas for senate after dubbing her "the Pink Lady" and his breaking the stalemate of the Alger Hiss spy case by his
dogged investigation of Whittaker Chambers. At 39, he was elected to the Vice Presidency after defending his finances in
the famed "Checkers Speech". FTP, name this 36 th Vice President of the United States, who would later resign from a
higher office due to incidents at a hotel in the Foggy Bottom neighborhood of DC.
Answer:
Richard Milhous Nixon
21.
Along with Bruno Bauer and David Friedrich Strauss, he was a member of the Young Hegelian movement, and as
a result was unable to enter a university career, leading to his foray into journalism, which was remarkable for his
editorship of the Rheinische Zeitung and that paper's being shut down by the Pruss ian government. After a move to Paris,
he edited the Deutsch-Franzosische Jahrbucher, and later penned the Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts. Also the
author of The Poverty of Philosophy, name, FTP, this theoretician of the London-based Communist League, partner to
Friedrich Engels.
Answer:
Karl Marx

22.
It was Zhaozhou's response to the question posed in the first koan of The Gateless Gate. It is used to respond to
other koans to indicate that the question itself is wrong, and part of the brilliance of the answer to the first one is lost in
translation, as this Chinese word is also the onomatopoeia for the noise that the animal makes. The answer to "Has the
dog Buddha-nature or not?", identify, FTP, this word, which when coupled with wei indicates the central tenet of no
action in Taoism.
Wu (prompt on "Not" or equivalents or "Mu" before "Chinese word" is read)
Answer:
23.
In Perlesvaus, an early account of this creature describes it as smaller than a fox and purely white and beautiful to
behold. Sir Palamedes slays it after his conversion to Christianity with the help of Sir Percival and Galahad in the PostVulgate Prose Tristan. In the more familiar version, Merlin describes how it was borne of a human woman who lusted
after her brother, but the devil got her to accuse him of rape and their father ordered him tom apart by a pack of dogs, the
sound of which now emanate from the creature's stomach. With the head and neck of a serpent, body of a leopard,
haunches of a lion and feet of a hart, identify, FTP, this being pursued by King Pellinore.
Answer:
The Questing Beast (or Beast Glatisant)
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1.
Answer the following about volcanoes, FTSNOP.
[10] Very simple volcanic formations are defined by this shape, with different types including spatter, cinder, ash and tuff.
Answer:
Cone
[10] The name for this type of volcano, which is wide with gentler-sloping sides, is derived from the Icelandic volcano
Skjaldbreiour, which has these features.
Answer:
Shield
[10] From the Spanish for cauldron, this forms when a volcano collapses into itself, creating a special form of crater.
Examples include Crater Lake and Lake Toba.
Answer:
Caldera
2.
Given a few lines of poetry, identify the poem, FTPE. If you need more famous quotes, you'll get 5.
[10] "Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,!And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,!Tell that its sculptor
well those passions read/Which yet survive"
[5] "I met a traveller from an antique land" and "Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!"
Answer:
"Ozymandias"
[10] "He prayeth best, who loveth best/All things both great and small;lFor the dear God who loveth us,!He made and
loveth all."
[5] "Water, water, every where,! And all the boards did shrink;lWater, water, every where,!Nor any drop to drink."
Answer:
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"
[10] "He ne'er is crown'd/With immortality, who fears to follow/Where airy voices lead: so through the hollow,!The
silent mysteries of earth, desend!"
[5] "A thing of beauty is ajoy forever"
Answer:
"Endymion"
3.
Identify the following Jacques Offenbach operas, FTPE.
[10] Offenbach's friend Ernest Guiraud finished this opera based on three short stories by a Romantic German author. It
includes the "Barcarolle."
Answer:
The Tales of Hoffman (or Les contes d'Hoffman)
[10] Most of the notable characters from the Trojan War are parodied in this opera bouffe in which Paris abducts the
titular female from Menelas with the help of Calchas.
La belle Helene (or The Beautiful [or Fllir] Helen)
Answer:
[10] A whimsical, decidedly Gallic version ofa classic Greek myth, this Offenbach opera concludes with all the gods and
goddesses dancing to the "Infernal Gallop" - a tune still familiar to us all as the "Can-Can."
Answer:
Orpheus in the Underworld (or Orphee aux En(ers)
4.
Answer the following about the pillars of Islam, FTPE.
[10] The first pillar, it is generally agreed that if this declaration of faith is performed in front of two Muslim witnesses
and meets the seven conditions, the speaker has converted.
Answer:
Shahadah
[10] The shahadah appears on the flags of a few countries, including this one in which it appears in white script over a
sword on a green background. Since it bears the Word of God, it is never lowered to half-mast to signal mourning.
Saudi Arabia
Answer:
[10] This third pillar, spending a fixed portion of one's wealth for the needy is split into two types, one on traffic (a per
head payment for about 7 pounds of food) and one on wealth.
Zakat
Answer:

5.
Answer the following about the Cuban Campaign of the Spanish-American War, FTPE.
[10] By far the bloodiest battle was this July 1, 1898 skirmish involving future president and his Rough Riders.
Answer:
Battle of San Juan Hill
[10] San Juan Hill and the Battle ofEI Caney, fought on the same day, were efforts by the Spanish forces to protect this
city that would become besieged afterwards and capitulate about two weeks later.
Santiago de Cuba
Answer:
[10] Commander of the Rough Riders and friend of Theodore Roosevelt, this general became Santiago's military
governor and later held the same position in the Philippines. He is the namesake of an Army base in Missouri.
Answer:
Leonard Wood
6.
(OK) FTPE identify each of the following works by Oscar Wilde from a brief description.
A. This novella tells ofthe downfall of an attractive youth whose soul is transferred into a portrait, aging and
decomposing with his sins, while he looks vibrant and youthful for decades.
Answer: The Picture of Dorian Gray
B. This play features a man pretending to go by the titular name in order to win the love of a beautiful girl, only to learn
that that is his real name.
Answer: The Importance of Beillg Earnest
C. This play sees a woman leave her husband after she discovers her affair, only to have the other woman seek her out and
destroy her own reputation to bring the couple back together.
Answer: Lady Windermere's Fall
7.
Given the following clues, give us some sugar, FTPE.
[10] Generally, when people refer to sugar, they are talking about this disaccharide type with molecular formula
CI2H22011.
Answer:
Sucrose
[10] It is formed when two units of glucose are joined by an alpha-I, 4 linkage. It can be split back into two glucose
molecules via hydrolysis or heating with a strong acid in the lab for several minutes.
Maltose (or maltobiose)
Answer:
[10] Along with glucose, this monosaccharide is a constituent oflactose. In humans, glucose is changed into this sugar so
that the mammary glands can secrete lactose.
Galactose
Answer:
8.
FTPE, answer the following about a recent musical work by a famous musician.
[10] The famous musician in question is this former member of the Fab Four who has recently been all over the British
tabloids regarding his divorce with Heather Mills.
Sir Paul McCartney
Answer:
[10] The musical work in question is this "modern classical" piece, an oratorio in four movements, which is about an hour
long and premiered November 3 at Prince Albert Hall. It's name translates to "Behold My Heart"
Answer:
"Ecce Cor Meum"
[10] "Ecce Cor Meum" was not explicitly dedicated to her, partially because at the time of its composition he was still on
good terms with Heather, but it is evident that the work is a tribute to this long-time wife of Sir Paul.
Answer:
Lady Linda Louise Eastman McCartney
9.
Identify the following uprisings that took place in China during the Qing dynasty, FTPE.
[10] This anti-Manchu rebellion took place in 1796 and began as a tax protest by a secret religious society that forecast the
advent of Maitreya.
Answer:
White Lotus Rebellion
[10] Taiwan commemorates this revolution as Double Ten Day, although it is also known as the 1911 or Chinese
Revol uti on. It was the one that overthrew the dynasty and established the Republic of China.
Answer:
Xinhai or Hsinhai Revolution
[10] One of the bloodiest civil wars was this rebellion led by Hong Xiuguan from 1851-1864.
Taiping Rebellion
Answer:

10.
Answer the following about a body of water located at the eastern end of Russia, FTPE.
[10] Its northern part is called the Gulf of Chelekov, and the Russian explorers Ivan Moskvitin and Vassili Poyarkov were
the first Europeans to spot it.
Answer:
Sea of Okhotsk
[10] The Sea of Okhotsk is bounded to the east by this volcanic Russian peninsula.
Answer:
Kamchatka Peninsula
[10] These 56 islands form the southern boundary of the Sea of Okhotsk. Their name comes from the autonym of the
Ainu people, and Russia and Japan continue to dispute ownership of the southern ones.
Answer:
Kuril (or Chishima or Kuriru) Islands
11.
Regardless of what kind of planet it is, Pluto still has some natural satellites. Name the following, FTSNOP.
[10] Although you can probably guess what the 5-point part of this bonus is, you might be interested to know that it is the
proportionally largest of all the moons in the solar system.
Answer:
Charon
[10] This moon was discovered June 15,2005 by Max Mutchler and initially designated S!2005 PI before being named
after a mythological beast from Lernaea with many heads.
Hydra
Answer:
[10] Also discovered in June 2005 was this other moon, given the Egyptian spelling ofthe primordial goddess of the night
and mother of Charon to avoid confusion with the asteroid of the same name.
Answer:
Nix
12.
His first published work, Fanshawe, was based on his experiences at Bowdoin [bow-din] College. FTPE.
[10] Name this author whose short stories include "Endicott and the Red Cross" and "My Kinsman, Major Molineux".
Answer:
Nathaniel Hawthorne
[10] The titular locale of this Hawthorne novel is "Halfway down a by-street of one of our New England towns" and is
technically known as the old Pyncheon House rather than its more familiar name.
The House o(the Seven Gables
Answer:
[10] Based loosely on Hawthorne's experiences at Brook Farm, this novel describes self-interested characters like
Hollingsworth, Zenobia and Miles Coverdale who lead to the title community'S destruction.
The Blithedale Romance
Answer:
13.
Answer the following about an early American hero, FTPE.
[10] Today this man's naval exploits are not as familiar to most Americans as a toast he once made which concluded,
"Our country, right or wrong,"
Answer:
Stephen Decatur
[10] In what Horatio Nelson called "the most bold and daring act of the age," Decatur used the Intrepid on February 16,
1804 to destroy this former U.S. frigate.
Answer:
u.s.s. Philadelphia
[10] The destruction of the Philadelphia took place during this 1801-1805 conflict between the United States and a
collection of North African states.
First Barbary War or Tripolitan War or Barbary Coast War (but not Algerine War, it's later)
Answer:
14.
Identify the following about the works of Auguste Rodin FTSNOP.
[5] The two embracing figures in this work originally appeared in part of the reliefs of The Gates oj Hell.
Answer:
The Kiss (or Le Baiser)
[10] Eustache de Saint Pierre led the six title figures of this work to the waiting army of Edward III in order to spare the
citizens of their city.
The Burghers o(Calais (or Les Bourgeois de Calais)
Answer:
[15] Another notable portion of The Gates oj Hell is a depiction of this count and the children and grandchildren whose
corpses he allegedly ate while imprisoned and starved with them after being betrayed by Ruggieri.
Answer:
Ugolino della Gherardesca

15.
Answer the following about Rowan Atkinson movies better than Rat Race, FTPE.
[10] This title character is a hapless caretaker at an art gallery who is mistaken for an art expert before he ends up
replacing Whistler's Mother with a poster.
Bean (or Mr. Bean Tlte Movie or Bean: Tlte Ultimate Disaster Movie but not "Mr. Bean")
Answer:
[10] Atkinson is Rufus, a jewelry salesman, who sells Harry, played by Alan Rickman, a necklace that gets him in trouble
in this ensemble Christmas-y flick about affection.
Love. Actually
Answer:
[10] While the third part of this bonus was originally going to be about Johnny English, we figured it would be in better
taste to see if you could name the hornbill majordomo to Mufasa voiced by Atkinson in The Lion King.
Answer:
Zazu
16.
FTPE, identify each of these Greek historiographers from clues .
[10] This Athenian is best known for his work, The History of the Peloponnesian War.
Answer:
Thucydides
[10] This Athenian wrote on a practical Socrates and wrote two historical accounts, the Hellenica, about postPeloponnesian War Greece, and the Anabasis, about the return of 10,000 Greeks from Persia.
Answer:
Xenophon
[10] This Greek, a student of Epictetus, authored two accounts of Alexander the Great's expedition against the Persians
and beyond, the Anabasis ofAlexander and Indica .
Answer:
Polybius
17.
(OK) Identify each ofthe following hominids FI0PE.
A. This species of early hominid revealed that bipedalism predated the increase in brain size in human evolution. It is best
known for the fossil Lucy,
Answer: Australopitltecus afarensis [prompt on Australopithecus]
B. It followed Homo habilis, but had a larger brain capacity and less sloped forehead . Its best known fossils are Turkana
Boy and Peking Man.
Answer: Homo erectus
C. This late hominine lived in Europe before going extinct during the last Ice Age, but was displaced by Cro-Magnons,
the earliest Homo sapiens.
Answer: Neanderthal or Homo neandratltalensis
18.
Answer the following about the Punic Wars FTSNOP.
[5/5] F5PE, identify the two sides that fought in the Punic Wars.
Answer:
Rome and Carthage (or equivalents)
[10] The Second Punic War took off when Hannibal attacked and besieged this Spanish city in 221 BCE.
Answer:
Saguntum
[10] Also called the Libyan War and the Truceless War, this minor conflict occurred around 239 BCE between the First
and Second Punic Wars when soldiers in the former employ of Carthage revolted.
Mercenary War
Answer:
19.
Answer the following about mythological spears FTSNOP.
[5/5] F5PPA, Amenonuhoko was the heavenly spear used by these two Shinto deities to raise the primordial landmass
Onogoro from the sea.
Izanagi and Izanami
Answer:
[10] Rhongomiant was the spear of this mythical King of Britain, who is better known for using Excalibur.
Answer:
King Arthur
[10] Achilles' Pelian Ash worked wonders before the Trojan War, as the wound it inflicted on this son of Heracles
wouldn't heal until Achilles scraped rust from the spear back onto the wound, which was done in exchange for his
revealing the course to Troy.
Answer:
Telephus

20.
Name the following types of aquatic biomes from descriptions, FTPE.
[10] The sunlit part at the top of bodies of water, they are similar to littoral zones in their biodiversity, except they are
farther away from the shores.
Limnetic zone
Answer:
[10] The lowest level of a body of water, it is inhabited by organisms that like low temperatures and oxygen levels. Other
than bioluminescence, no light is present there.
Benthic zone
Answer:
[10] Part of the aphotic zone, and located beneath the limnetic zone, light does not effectively penetrate into this layer so
photosynthesis does not occur.
Profunda) zone
Answer:
21.
(JM) FTSNOP, name these concepts related to the psychology oflearning.
[10] Edward Lee Thorndike's experiments on cats placed in puzzle boxes led him to formulate this law, which states that
behavior followed by satisfying consequences is more likely to recur, while behavior followed by discomforting
consequences is less likely to recur.
Law of Effect
Answer:
[5,5] B. F. Skinner used the law of effect to develop these two basic principles of operant conditioning. They alternatively
increase or decrease the strength of responses, and are both classified into positive and negative types.
reinforcement and punishment
Answer:
[10] This schedule of reinforcement is the hardest to extinguish, and involves an unpredictable number of trials before the
reinforcement occurs . Examples of it include fishing and gambling.
Answer:
a variable ratio or VR schedule
22.
(WM) Answer the following about the Zoroastrian creation myth, FTPE.
[10] Mashye and Mashyane were the father and mother of the human race in Zoroastrian myth. They grew from the dead
body of this first human being who was unsexed.
Gayomart (or Gayomard)
Answer:
[10] Gayomal1 was created by this Zoroastiran deity, the offspring of Zurvan Akarna.
Ahura Mazda (or Ormuzd)
Answer:
[10] Gayomart died when it was poisoned at the instigation of Jeh by this personification of evil.
Ahriman (or Angra Mainyu)
Answer:

